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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Women in Standards announces the addition of Amy Lestition Burke, MA, CAE to the Board of Directors

March 1, 2020 - The Women in Standards is proud to announce the addition of Amy Lestition Burke, MA, CAE to the Board of Directors. Amy was approved on 26 February 2020 during a Board meeting of current Women in Standards President and Executive Officer, Karin Athanas, and Vice President Karen Reczek.

“Amy joins Women in Standards with over 13 years of experience supporting associations grow and engage with members and we are delighted to have her expertise and guidance on the Board,” said Women in Standards President Karin Athanas.

Women in Standards continues to seek additional board members and will soon hold elections for the member held Board of Director seat in addition to continued interviews with prospective candidates. A call for nominations will be released shortly. Interested parties with experience guiding nonprofit associations in either financial or strategic capacities, please reach out to admin@womeninstandards.org.

ABOUT Women in Standards:

Women in Standards is a nonprofit membership society incorporated in Maryland, whose stated mission is “To develop and promote a diverse ecosystem of standards development participants.” Visit the WomeninStandards.org website for educational resources on topics such as standards development and standardization, conformity assessment, and professional development. The Women in Standards provides a community for standards developers and contributors to come together to grow and strengthen the field and promote issues of inclusion and diversity.